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Service Modelling as a Basis for Simulation
Process models are often created without regard to their possible later use in simulations. If a process model
generated in this way is to be simulated, additional information must be gathered, the model adapted and
transferred into an appropriate simulation environment. This process is complex, weakly structured and
errorprone. Using practical example data from an outpatient clinic, this work introduces an approach for
model transformation with which service process models can be transferred into a simulation environment
in a structured way and supported by the system. The transformation concept focuses on process models
generated without taking into consideration the requirements of future simulation. The concept prepares
the process models for simulation and supports the transfer of the models into the appropriate simulation
environment.
1 Introduction
Process models serve to assist in documenting
and visualising process flows, which can for ex-
ample help to create process transparency, pre-
paring for quality assurance certification or guar-
anteeing efficient integration of new employees.
However, it can be helpful, especially in the area
of process analysis and optimisation, not only to
visualise processes but also to change them into
an executable form with the help of a simulation
environment. In this way, changes in the process
can first be run through and their effects ana-
lysed before they are implemented in the actual
system. Furthermore, it is possible to check the
behaviour of a process resulting from changes in
the input variables.
Process models have achieved significant prolif-
eration in organisations irrespective of the mod-
elling language used. However, a simulation re-
quires additional or other pieces of information
than a pure visualisation of the processes. Also,
depending on the process modelling notation,
the process models do not generally possess the
necessary quantitative data for carrying out sim-
ulations. However, the models can be used as
the basis for generating a simulation model. In
the present work a conceptual approach will be
discussed for transforming a process model into
a simulation model, for example by systematic-
ally gathering additional data and adapting the
model to the corresponding environment. The
individual steps are explained using the example
of an outpatient clinic.
The rules basis represents the conceptual core of
the contribution. This consists of the conversion
of a process model into a transformation model,
the normalisation of the latter as the starting
point for subsequent simulation and the final
transfer into the simulation environment.
The work is structured as follows. First, the dis-
cussion covers related contributions dealing with
the simulation of process models. Next, an ex-
planation is given of the application example,
which is used to illustrate the individual trans-
formation steps. Section 4 deals with the sub-
stance of the transformation model being con-
sidered here as well as the steps for preparing
a process model for simulation. This especially
includes the transformation and normalisation
of the process model. Finally, a short summary
is given as well as highlights of future research
requirements in this area.
2 Related Work
The transformation of process models into a form
suitable for the simulation environment has been
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a topic of academic research for quite some time
(An and Jeng 2005; Damij and Damij 2008; Dick-
mann et al. 2007; Fetter and Thompson 1965;
Greasley 2003; Heavey and Ryan 2006). The pri-
mary problem in transferring the process models
into simulation models lies in the different levels
of necessary detail (Heavey and Ryan 2006; Neu-
mann et al. 2003). Here, two problems are evident,
in particular when attempting transformation:
• Process models possess a higher level of detail
in the number and description of the process
steps, which is unnecessary in this form for
simulation models (this means e.g., that mul-
tiple process steps can be combined into one
module in the simulation model)
• Simulation models require detailed and quan-
tified data on the process (e.g., probability dis-
tributions, process running time, frequency of
process steps, costs etc.)
Various papers confront these problems. Greas-
ley (2003) for example uses a process map as a
conceptual model for simulation. A process map
is first designed and then assigned quantitative
data such as arrival time and process duration.
Afterward, the actual conversion from process
map to a simulation model is carried out.
Seyfert and Kavermann (2006) face the differ-
ent requirements with regard to level of detail
and the demand for quantitative data by sep-
arating the static logical modelling component
(databank) from the dynamic, discrete event sim-
ulation (the simulation model itself). Above all,
this opens up the possibility for differentiating
between the subject-oriented side (domain ex-
perts) and the developer side (simulation experts).
Damij and Damij (2008) use a process chain dia-
gram in table form to describe the clinical busi-
ness process. There, the representation of the
organisational units is done in columns and the
corresponding processes are kept in rows (similar
to swimming lanes). This means that the activi-
ties in the table cells can be uniquely assigned
to organisational units and can be combined in
such a way as to allow the process flow to be de-
picted. In order to be able to derive a simulation
model, the process being modelled in the table
is converted into process charts. However, the
latter possess the same level of detail as the proc-
ess chain diagram and merely offer a different
description viewpoint.
An and Jeng (2005) also use a process chain dia-
gram to create a simulation model in the supply
chain management domain. There, the diagram
structure is used to add input and output data as
well as corresponding data repositories. Further-
more, a ‘system dynamics model’ is generated
to represent the various influences among the
elements.
Dickmann et al. (2007) introduce an approach in
which a conceptual model is used which does not
directly assist in simulation but aids the creation
of simulation models. For this, questionnaires
are used to gather quantitative data which can
be applied in the simulation model.
All of the approaches mentioned here have in
common that existing process models are used
to derive simulation models. The process models
are each represented using a different notation,
which requires specific transformation methods
and rules to convert the process model to a sim-
ulation model. The approaches do neither ap-
ply any generic methodologies or notations, nor
were any developed to transform process mod-
els into simulation models. However, a gen-
eric approach independent of the modelling lan-
guage would reduce the effort necessary for these
transformations. First, the generation of model-
specific transformation rules can be mini-mised
and second, a generic approach can offer appro-
priate methods for adapting models to simplify
the conversion to simulation models.
Heavey and Ryan (2006) analyse tools and meth-
ods for process modelling with regard to support
for simulations. The results showed that none of
the investigated tools or methods uses concepts
which support the collection of information (es-
pecially quantitative data). From this, a method
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for process modelling was created called simu-
lated activity diagrams, which in particular sup-
port the design of a conceptual transformation
model for a simulation environment. However,
this approach is not based on existing process
modelling methods and tools and therefore it
cannot be applied to transformation models in
all cases.
Another point of emphasis in the literature in the
context of process models is on the reduction or
rather adjustment of the models’ degree of detail.
Even if the transformation into simulation mod-
els has not been explicitly discussed, the results
described can indeed be applied, especially with
respect to the derivation of transformation rules.
Polyvyanyy et al. (2008) describe an approach for
reducing complexity of event-controlled process
chains by uniting loops, sequences and blocks.
The approach is based on the identification of
process fragments, e.g., consisting of AND, XOR
and OR operators and the combination of them in
order to reduce complexity. A similar approach
for identifying incorrect graphs was pursued by
Sadiq and Orlowska (1999). In this approach cor-
rect workflow graphs are reduced using so-called
reduction rules until an empty graph has been
generated and therefore the proof of correct-
ness has been found. Allweyer (2007) advanced
a contrary method involving model-to-model
transformation which can enrich coarsely de-
fined models by increasing the level of detail.
In order to carry out the transformation, param-
eterised templates and transformation rules are
required, which can lead to executable models
using various target notations.
3 Fundamentals and Application
Examples
A wide-reaching definition for the term ‘process
model’ is used within the context of a transforma-
tion model for converting different types of proc-
ess model for use in simulation environments.
Based on the work of Rosemann (1996), a process
is defined here as the logical temporal sequence
of working steps. As a property for demarcating
processes, an object is assigned to each process
which then influences that process (Becker and
Kahn 2003), which is subsequently referred to as
a process object. According to Law (2004) sim-
ulation is the imitation of operations of various
kinds of real world systems. The real world is
mapped to a model that is used for experiments
to get knowledge about the function of the real
world.
The focus of the transformation approach is on
process models which were created without re-
gard to the requirements for simulation, for ex-
ample in the preparation for an ISO quality man-
agement certification. The utilised transforma-
tion model in this context may be interpreted as
a middleware between process modelling nota-
tions and simulation environments.
In order to demonstrate the applicability of the
transformation model, this article looks at a use
case involving the outpatient eye clinic of a pri-
vately funded hospital in the maximum care cat-
egory. Modelling and improving the processes
in hospitals has not been regarded very long in
comparison with other sectors, which is most
likely due to the lack of incentives for economic
action in the health industry until a few years
ago. In the course of introducing the compensa-
tion system based on diagnosis related groups
(DRG), the cost and competitive pressure on hos-
pitals has increased dramatically. As a result,
there is a desire for holistic optimisation of serv-
ice and administration processes of the hospital
under consideration. This forms the basis for the
project presented here. The goals of the project
are, among other things, the support of forecast-
ing the effects of changing patient loads and the
evaluation of process changes, before they are
actually implemented.
Compared to other departments, the hospital’s
eye clinic represents a straight-forward, closed
component within the hospital. The range of
outpatient services includes physician consulta-
tions for medical diagnosis generation and stor-
age, detailed explanations of Service Modelling
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as a Basis for Simulation patients, initiation and
follow-up of therapies, analysis and document-
ation of the course of treatment as well as re-
commendations for other care areas requesting
them. The result of a previously completed pro-
ject in the eye clinic was the surveying and mod-
elling of relevant processes there. In total, 36
business processes were modelled using the ex-
tended Event-Driven Process Chain (eEPC) nota-
tion. Ten processes were identified as main proc-
esses, involving the actual treatment of patients.
The other 26 processes are periphery, supporting
processes, such as checking in patients, schedul-
ing appointments and generating invoices. Be-
cause of the straightforward yet still complex
elements in the ‘pre-examination’ process seg-
ment (duration of approx. 9 min.), this segment
has been chosen as an example to illustrate the
application of the transformation model.
Check-in Further examinations 
Exam by
physician Therapy Check-out Billing
Pre-examination
(without a physician)
Figure 1: Placement of the pre-examination within the
complete process
The ‘pre-examination’ process serves to gather
basic ophthalmological values, such as visual acu-
ity and intraocular pressure. The pre-examination
is done on all patients visiting the clinic, repre-
senting the initial contact between the patient
and the medical personnel. The process follows
registration/check-in and occurs before the ac-
tual physician examination. Figure 1 shows the
placement of the pre-examination within the en-
tire patient visit process. A portion of the pre-
examination segment modelled as an eEPC is
given in Fig. 7 in Sec. 4.1.
4 The Transformation Concept
The transformation concept, subsequently de-
scribed as ProSiT (Process to Simulation Trans-
formation), consists of a collection of model types
and a procedural model for their use. This con-
tribution builds upon previous work (Kloos et al.
2009).
The focus of the procedural model is on three
core areas: the automatic transformation of proc-
ess models into ProSiT sequence diagrams, the
semiautomatic normalisation of the sequence dia-
grams to prepare for the actual simulation and
the automatic transformation of the ProSiT mod-
els into a form appropriate for the simulation en-
vironment. After the transformation of a process
model into ProSiT sequence diagrams has been
completed, the result is a conceptual transforma-
tion model. This latter is prepared for simulation
using normalisation, which involves adding in-
formation to the model and reducing its complex-
ity. Successfully completing these steps yields a
so-called consistent transformation model.
In addition to process models, other models, such
as organigrammes, function trees and class dia-
grams, can be included as source models, which
must be converted into appropriate views within
the ProSiT concept. In this way, the transforma-
tion of an organigramme can be done, allowing
it to be included in the resource tree as part of
the resource view of the transformation model.
In the present work, only the sequence diagram
will be considered.
The type of rules base for the normalisation and
the transformation is presented next. The indi-
vidual results are shown with the help of each
process segment from the clinic. Beforehand,
the elements of the ProSiT sequence diagram
are explained (see Fig. 2), which are used in the
presented example.
The core of the sequence diagram is the activity,
which is formed from the combination of an ac-
tion, an object and one or more resources. When
these three elements are available, the duration
of an activity can be determined. The ‘Q’ next to
a resource indicates the amount of the resource
required to carry out the activity, while the sym-
bol next to the duration determines whether the
activity is a main (M) or a supporting (S) activity.
Enterprise Modelling and Information Systems Architectures
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Main activities represent the elements directly
required to reach the goal of the process, whereas
supporting activities make the execution of the
main activities possible. The particular main ac-
tivities in the example pre-examination process
include the measurement of intraocular pressure;
an example supporting activity is calling out the
next patient. If an activity is not carried out on
the process object, the triangle symbol indicating
an object is flipped. The process object for the
example process is the patient.
Resource Q
Resource Q
Processing duration
Resource
Object
Action
Q
M
Probability
Event
P
Exclusive split operator
Exclusive join operator
Exclusive gateway
Activity
Resource binding
Resource release
Figure 2: Notation elements from a ProSiT sequence
diagram
Resource binding and release is used in a flow
path to bind a resource to that path. No other
activity outside of this instance of the flow path
can access a resource when it is bound. With-
in the context of the process segment, the pre-
examination must be completed, before another
patient can enter the pre-examining room.
4.1 Transformation of Source Models
The concept for converting process models for
use in a simulation environment consists of a
multi-step transformation procedure, similar to
that used by Hoyer et al. (2008). Their concept
involves the conversion of eEPCs into BPMN
models in two transformation steps. The first
step creates a rules-based abstraction of the eEPC.
These rules are applied directly to the eEPC. The
second step is to apply mapping rules in order to
generate a BPMN process model on the basis of
the eEPC.
The remaining three elements (Fig. 2, right) repre-
sent a probability-based forking, in which only
one flow path is actually carried out. An exclus-
ive gateway containing the probability for that
path’s execution must be placed in each flow path
after an exclusive split operator.
The first step of the ProSiT transformation con-
cept is to adapt the process model and make it
suitable for conversion using preparation rules
(ePR – EPC preparation rule). For process models
such as eEPCs, these rules involve the removal
of events, especially those which do not demarc-
ate the start or end of a process or which are
placed after a decision operator. After the proc-
ess model is prepared for transformation, the ac-
tual transformation rules are applied (eTR – EPC
transformation rule) in order to create the ProSiT
sequence diagram. Also, syntax rules (eSR – EPC
syntax rule) are defined in order to assure the
correct application of the preparation and trans-
formation rules. Syntax rules are used to check
the process model with respect to syntactic cor-
rectness and are carried out, before the other two
rule types are applied. This transformation con-
cept is illustrated in Fig. 3. The rules base for the
preparation and transformation rules necessary
for converting an EPC into a ProSiT sequence
diagram contains 23 rules.
process model [checked] process model
[prepared] 
process model
[conceptual] 
transformation 
model
ePR1-ePRn eTR1-eTRneSR1-eSRn
eEPC eEPC eEPC sequence diagram
Figure 3: Transformation concept using the example of
an eEPC
Syntax and preparation rules are applied within
the source model, whereas transformation rules
generate a new model. The syntax rules are de-
scribed using the Object Constraint Language
(OCL) and preparation and transformation rules
are given in the form of pseudocode. An example
of each of the three rule types is given below.
Syntax rule eSR3 in Fig. 4 assures that an event
that follows a forking XOR will be converted into
an exclusive gateway during the transformation.
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H65
,IDQ;25RSHUDWRUKDVDSUHGHFHVVRUDQGPRUHWKDQRQHVXFFHV
VRUDOOVXFFHVVRUVPXVWEHRIWKHHYHQWW\SH
FRQWH[W;RULQY
LISUHGHFHVVRUV!VL]H DQG
VXFFHVVRUV!VL]H!WKHQ
VXFFHVVRUV!IRU$OOV_VW\SH (YHQW
HQGLI
Figure 4: Syntax rule eSR3
Syntax rules do not represent additional require-
ments for an EPC and are geared more toward
the general syntactic demands for modelling an
eEPC (Mendling and Nüttgens 2003).
H35
,IDQHYHQWKDVDQ;25RSHUDWRUDVDSUHGHFHVVRUDQGWKH;25RS
HUDWRUKDVPRUHWKDQRQHSUHGHFHVVRUWKHHYHQWLVUHPRYHG
LIHYHQW!SUHGHFHVVRU ;RUDQG
HYHQW!SUHGHFHVVRU!SUHGHFHVVRUV!VL]H!WKHQ
VHWHYHQW!SUHGHFHVVRU!VXFFHVVRU HYHQW!VXFFHVVRU
VHWHYHQW!VXFFHVVRU!SUHGHFHVVRU HYHQW!SUHGHFHVVRU
UHPRYHHYHQWIURPHSF
HQGLI
Figure 5: Preparation rule ePR4
An example for a preparation rule is the removal
of events which follow a joining XOR operator
or a function and themselves have a successor.
The former case is covered by preparation rule
ePR4 shown in Fig. 5.
Using syntax rule eSR3 and preparation rule ePR4,
the remaining events in the model which follow
an XOR operator are always the result of a de-
cision. Transformation rule eTR9 (see Fig. 6) can
now be applied.
H75
,IDQHYHQWLVSUHFHGHGE\DQ;25RSHUDWRUDQGRQO\KDVRQHVXF
FHVVRUWKHHYHQWEHFRPHVDQH[FOXVLYHJDWHZD\
LIHYHQW!SUHGHFHVVRU ;RUDQG
HYHQW!VXFFHVVRU!QXOOWKHQ
JDWHZD\ QHZ([FOXVLYH*DWHZD\
JDWHZD\!LG HYHQW!LG
JDWHZD\!HYHQW HYHQW!QDPH
DGGJDWHZD\WRIORZFKDUW
HQGLI
Figure 6: Transformation rule eTR9
Figure 7 represents a portion of the pre-examina-
tion process, to which the preparation rules have
already been applied. Figure 8 shows the process
in the notation of the ProSiT sequence diagram.
The information contents of the conceptual se-
quence diagram is similar to that of the source
model. Only information relevant for simulation
is converted, whereas information such as inputs
and outputs or the information systems used are
not transformed. If the information systems are
to be used in the simulation, another transforma-
tion rule must be defined to contain the necessary
transformation step.
Process models are considered semiformal mod-
els. The logic of the process is represented on
the one hand by the syntax, on the other hand
by the semantics of the element labels. Informa-
tion about the process can be found directly in
the element labels of an eEPC. Rules for reading
the elements of an activity from a function label
are described below as linguistic transformation
rules. They are based on grammatical parts of
speech and noun case.
A linguistic transformation rule is applied to
the function ‘measure visual acuity with an eye
chart’, found on the top right of Fig. 7. When
this function is transformed into an activity, the
action ‘measure visual acuity’ is formed from
predicate ‘measure’ and the direct object ‘visual
acuity’. If not defined otherwise, the object of
an activity is the process object. The preposition
‘with’ makes clear that the prepositional object
‘eye chart’ should be interpreted as a resource. It
is then assumed by the activity. As part of the
normalisation, it must be checked whether this is
a resource relevant for simulation or whether it
has no influence on the course of the simulation
and can therefore be removed.
Another form of linguistic transformation rule
can be found in the functions ‘noting’ and ‘print-
ing’ the results of an examination, which are the
functions with output in Fig. 7. The verbs ‘to
note’ and ‘to print’ point on the one hand to
a supporting activity, meaning they can be de-
noted as such. On the other hand, it is assumed
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Patient can walk 
independently
Patient cannot 
be mobilised
Call patient into 
the examination 
room
Functional/
medical 
technician service
Patient is 
mobilised
Measure visual 
acuity with eye 
chart
Functional/
medical 
technician service
Note exam 
results
Functional/
medical 
technician service
Ask patient 
about current 
vision correction
Medical record
Patient uses 
vision correction
Patient does not 
use vision 
correction
Measure 
corrective 
devices
Functional/
medical 
technician service
Note exam 
results
Functional/
medical 
technician service
Measure 
intraocular 
pressure
Functional/
medical 
technician service
Print exam 
results
Functional/
medical 
technician service
Determine 
refraction
Functional/
medical 
technician service
Print exam 
results
Functional/
medical 
technician service
Ask patient 
about current 
vision correction
Functional/
medical 
technician service
Patient does not 
use vision 
correction
Patient uses 
vision correction
Measure 
corrective 
devices
Functional/
medical 
technician service
Print exam 
results
Functional/
medical 
technician service
Measure visual 
acuity with eye 
chart projector
Print exam 
results
Functional/
medical 
technician service
Diagnosis 
(intraocular 
pressure)
Diagnosis 
(refraction)
Diagnosis 
(corrective 
devices)
Medical record
Diagnosis 
(corrective 
devices)
Functional/
medical 
technician service
Functional/
medical 
technician service
Figure 7: Prepared pre-examination process model
for the verbs that they are not acting on the proc-
ess object. For these reasons the grammatical
object ‘examination results’ from the function
‘note examination results’ is used as the object of
the resulting activity. The result of the linguistic
transformation rule is the transformation of the
function into a supporting activity, which is not
carried out on the process object, but rather on
the direct object of the function label.
The function ‘call the patient into the examina-
tion room’ is also a supporting activity. However,
the predicate ‘call’ or ‘ask’ does not necessar-
ily imply a supporting activity. As part of the
transformation into a ProSiT sequence diagram,
this activity is denoted as a main activity. In the
course of normalisation, the activity is converted
into a supporting activity in order to ensure that
the normalisations are carried out correctly. The
object of the resulting activity is the patient, as
the object appears in the function description.
This latter object is removed from the label dur-
ing the transformation, forming the activity ‘call
into the examination room’.
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Probability
Patient can walk 
independently
P Probability
Patient is mobilised
P Probability
Patient cannot be 
mobilised
P
Probability
Patient uses vision 
correction
P Probability
Patient does not use 
vision correction
P
Probability
Patient uses vision 
correction
PProbability
Patient does not use 
vision correction
P
exam results
Note
Functional/medical 
technician service 1H
Processing duration M
Patient
Measure visual acuity 
Functional/medical 
technician service 1H
Processing duration M
eye chart projector 1
exam results
Print
Functional/medical 
technician service 1H
Processing duration S
Patient
Measure corrective 
devices
Functional/medical 
technician service 1H
Processing duration M
exam results
Note
Functional/medical 
technician service 1H
Processing duration M
exam results
print
Functional/medical 
technician service 1H
Processing duration S
Patient
Measure intraocular 
pressure
Functional/medical 
technician service 1H
Processing duration M
Functional/medical 
technician service
Patient
Call into the examination 
room
1H
Processing duration M
Patient
Determine refraction
Functional/medical 
technician service 1H
Processing duration S
exam results
Print
Functional/medical 
technician service 1H
Processing duration S
Patient
Ask about current vision 
correction
Functional/medical 
technician service 1H
Processing duration M
eye chart
Patient
Measure visual acuity 
1
Functional/medical 
technician service 1H
Processing duration M
exam results
Note
Functional/medical 
technician service 1H
Processing duration S
Patient
Ask about current vision 
correction
Functional/medical 
technician service 1H
Processing duration M
Patient
Measure corrective 
devices
Functional/medical 
technician service 1H
Processing duration M
Figure 8: Pre-examination process as a transformed conceptual ProSiT sequence diagram
Linguistic transformation rules attempt to de-
rive content from function labels, which are re-
quired as part of the normalisation for automatic
or semiautomatic normalisation rules. As previ-
ously stated, an additional manual check is still
required because the labels are dependent on the
modeller or the modelling guidelines. The con-
clusion here is that linguistic rules can only be
regarded as supplemental.
4.2 Normalisation of the
Transformation Model
A step always occurring when simulation is in-
tended is the determination of the duration for in-
dividual processes. An approach is presented be-
low for supporting the process of data acquisition.
In the process segment presented here, times
must be determined for eight activities. Within
the scope of the complete eye clinic model, 212
individual activities can be differentiated. It must
Enterprise Modelling and Information Systems Architectures
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be decided for each activity how exactly to rec-
ord duration. Four possible alternative methods
are available. Times can be exported from a sys-
tem (Esys), if they have already been determined
(e.g., duration between incision and suturing in
the operating theatre). If the activity times have
not been saved in a system, they must be meas-
ured (Emeas), either by having it recorded in a
form by those who carry it out or by an outside
observer. An example of this type is taking a
medical history. For other activities (e.g., creat-
ing a diagnosis), it may be sufficient to survey the
executors (Esurv). Activities containing ‘trivial’
actions, for example printing examination results,
can be estimated (Eest).
The uncertainty of the times determined by these
methods is in increasing order. Previously recor-
ded durations, especially automatically acquired
times, are always preferable to those gathered
through measurement or surveying.
EsysEmeasEsurvEest
A linguistic procedure is used to help decide
which of the gathering methods is to be applied.
The first step is to export all actions from the
activities in the sequence diagrams and to sub-
sequently extract the verbs from the actions.
These form the basis for decision-making. Each
activity can thus be determined using a verb. It
can also be determined from the activity whether
it is a main or supporting activity. For the next
step, a verb table must be compiled containing
an assigned gathering method for each verb, de-
pending on the activity type. The assignment
of gathering methods to the individual activities
can then be completed using the verb table.
A point of criticism for this approach is the sub-
jectivity of the gathering method assignments
based on a verb. A further problem results from
the decoupling of the verb from the semantic
context of the activity. Also, the assignment is
dependent on the type of process (core, support
or management process) in which the activity, or
rather the verb, is used. While the ‘carrying out’
of a treatment (core process) can be measured,
the duration of the ‘execution’ of a managing acti-
vity (management process) should be determined
by survey.
It can be concluded from the points of criticism
that the gathering method assignments cannot be
considered fixed but must additionally be
checked afterward. The approach should only be
considered as an aid to help accelerate the choice
of the gathering method. Through previous ex-
perience in using this method, it is planned to
expand the verb table to include the process type
(core, support, management). Also, some verbs
can be indicated as synonyms (e.g., check/exam-
ine), where synonymous verbs can be grouped
together. This would simplify the maintenance
of the verb table. For this, each process must be
assigned to one of the three process types and
the verb table must be transferred to a reposi-
tory. This repository can then be used to suggest
the acquisition method for other process models.
This concept is illustrated in Fig. 9.
The process type and name, the activity and type,
the action and the verb are all extracted from the
process. This information can then be used to
select the acquisition method (measurement, sur-
vey, estimation) from a matrix in the repository.
Sequence diagramm RepositoryInvestigation activity matrix
PTyp Process Action Verb MethodATyp
CP
CP
SP
P1
P1
P2
T1
T2
T3
M
S
M
V1
V3
V4
M
E
E
Activty
A1
A2
A3
Legend:
PTyp – process type 
(CP=core, SP=support, MP=management process)
ATyp – activity type 
(M=main activity, S=support activity)
Method
(M=measure, S=survey, E=estimate)
PO = process object
Verb PO
CP SP MP
M S M S M S
V1
V2
V3
V4
M
M
E
S
E E E E E
S SE E S S
M
M
S
S
S
S SS
S
ATyp
M
S
M
M
Figure 9: Approach for generating a suggestion for a
data gather method
Before this concept can be applied, every activity
must be looked at with regard to its significance
in the process, i.e., whether it is a main or sup-
porting activity. Also, during the normalisation
missing resources must be added which are re-
quired for simulation. Both of these procedures
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are manual normalisation steps and should usu-
ally be completed before applying automatic and
semiautomatic normalisation rules.
D15
,IDSDUDOOHOMRLQRSHUDWRUKDVWZRSUHGHFHVVRUVDQGRQHRIWKHPLV
DVRXUFHWKHVRXUFHLVUHPRYHGDQGWKHRSHUDWRULVFRQYHUWHGWRD
GHOD\
LISDWKZD\!SUHGHFHVVRUV!VL]H WKHQ
LISDWKZD\!SUHGHFHVVRU 6RXUFHRU
SDWKZD\!SUHGHFHVVRU 6RXUFHWKHQ
UHPRYHVRXUFHIURPIORZFKDUW
GHOD\ QHZ'HOD\
VHWSDWKZD\!SUHGHFHVVRU!VXFFHVVRU GHOD\
VHWGHOD\!SUHGHFHVVRU SDWKZD\!SUHGHFHVVRU
VHWGHOD\!VXFFHVVRU SDWKZD\!VXFFHVVRU
VHWSDWKZD\!VXFFHVVRU!SUHGHFHVVRU GHOD\
UHPRYHSDWKZD\
DGGGHOD\WRIORZFKDUW
HQGLI
Figure 10: Automatic normalisation rule aNR1
An example of an automatic normalisation rule
(aNR) independent of other normalisation rules
is aNR1 in Fig. 10. This rule serves to remove
sources from the sequence diagram and is not
applied to the illustrated process segment. A
possible use case for this normalisation rule is
ordering the radiological examination of a pa-
tient in an external (radiology) department. In
the eEPC, this is an external function, which is
not represented in the process model (Rosemann
1996). It must, however, be designated as a time-
consuming action in the sequence diagram which
does not consume internal resources. Therefore,
an external function is realised as a delay using
normalisation rule aNR1.
An example of a semiautomatic normalisation
rule (sNR) is shown in Fig. 11 as sNR1. In or-
der to apply this rule, the individual activities
must have been previously classified as a main
or supporting activity.
These normalisation rules were applied to the
activities ‘measure visual acuity’ and ‘note’ in
the top right region of Fig. 8. The result is the
single activity ‘measure visual acuity’ in Fig. 12.
If, after the application of the rule, the activity
V15
,I WKH VXFFHVVRU RI D PDLQ DFWLYLW\ ZKLFK LV FDUULHG RXW RQ WKH
SURFHVV REMHFW LV D VXSSRUWLQJ DFWLYLW\ QRW LQYROYLQJ WKH SURFHVV
REMHFW TXHU\ WKHXVHUZKHWKHU WKHPDLQ DFWLYLW\ DQG WKH VXEVH
TXHQWVXSSRUWLQJDFWLYLW\FDQEHPHUJHG
LIDFWLYLW\!VXFFHVVRU $FWLYLW\WKHQ
LIDFWLYLW\!W\SH SULPDU\DQG
DFWLYLW\!REMHFW IORZFKDUW!REMHFWDQG
DFWLYLW\!VXFFHVVRU!W\SH VXSSRUWDQG
DFWLYLW\!VXFFHVVRU!REMHFW!IORZFKDUW!REMHFWWKHQ
FRPELQH DVN³PHUJHDFWLYLW\DQGVXFFHVVRU´
LIFRPELQH WUXHWKHQ
VXFFHVVRU DFWLYLW\!VXFFHVVRU
DFWLYLW\!VXFFHVVRU VXFFHVVRU!VXFFHVVRU
VXFFHVVRU!VXFFHVVRU!SUHGHFHVVRU DFWLYLW\
PHUJHVXFFHVVRUZLWKDFWLYLW\
HQGLI
HQGLI
HQGLI
Figure 11: Semiautomatic normalisation rule sNR1
duration is to be determined, it must be taken
into account that this is a merged activity.
A second semiautomatic normalisation rule sNR2
is shown in Fig. 13. This rule checks whether
sequential activities use the same resources. In
the process segment in Fig. 12, this applies to the
‘functional/medical technician service’ as well
as room during the pre-examination. However,
the service is bound before the process segment
begins but the room resource is released after the
procedure represented in the process segment.
Normalisation rule sNR2 would reserve the room
only until after the activity ‘Ask patient about
current vision correction’. As part of manual
correction, the release of the resource after this
activity would be removed and manually added
after a later activity.
For normalisation rule sNR2 it becomes clear
that semiautomatic normalisation rules usually
require manual intervention even after being ap-
plied. These rules do not replace manual inter-
vention, as is the case for automatic normalisa-
tion rules, but rather support the normalisation
process.
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Patient
Measure visual acuity 
Patient
Measure corrective 
devices
Functional/medical 
technician service
Patient
Call into the examination 
room
1H
Patient
Measure intraocular 
pressure
Patient
Determine refraction
Patient
Ask about current vision 
correction
Patient
Measure corrective 
devices
Patient
Measure visual acuity 
Functional/medical 
technician service 1H
Functional/medical 
technician service 1H
Functional/medical 
technician service 1H
Functional/medical 
technician service 1H
Functional/medical 
technician service 1H
Functional/medical 
technician service 1H
Functional/medical 
technician service 1H
Patient
Ask about current vision 
correction
Functional/medical 
technician service 1H
S
M
M
M
S
M
M
S
M
84%
Patient can walk 
independently
P 92%
Patient is mobilised
P 8%
Patient cannot be 
mobilised
P
77%
Patient uses vision 
correction
P23%
Patient does not use 
vision correction
P
23%
Patient does not use 
vision correction
P77%
Patient uses vision 
correction
P
Normal: 1:43; 0:47
Normal: 0:54; 0:36
Normal: 1:23; 0:29
Pre-examination 1
Pre-examination 1S
Pre-examination 1S
Pre-examination 1S
Normal: 0:17; 0:09
Pre-examination 1S
Normal: 1:03; 0:34
Pre-examination 1S
Normal: 4:79; 2:13
Pre-examination 1S
Normal: 4:09; 1:47
Normal: 0:17; 0:09
Normal: 1:03; 0:34
Figure 12: Normalised consistent ProSiT sequence diagram
4.3 Transfer into the Simulation
Environment
The last step focussed on by the procedural model
for the transformation model is the transfer of
the consistent transformation model into a simu-
lation environment. AnyLogic™ simulation soft-
ware was used for the application example in the
present work.
The conversion of the consistent transformation
model contains two sets of rules, applicability
and transformation rules. This concept is shown
in Fig. 14. Applicability rules are necessary for
each target simulation environment because the
simulation environments support different ele-
ment types in the sequence diagrams. Inclu-
sive operators are especially prone to remain
unsupported in some environments. One solu-
tion to support the inclusive operators is to con-
vert them to exclusive operators. Every possible
combination of flow paths has to be separately
modelled. If this solution is used, activities that
are used once in the transformation model could
then be multiple times modelled in the simulation
model.
In addition to this general solution to support
an inclusive operator, special characteristics of
the different simulation environments have to
be considered. A parallel split operator in the
transformation model supports more than one
outgoing flow path. A corresponding element
in the simulation environment AnyLogic is the
Split element. However, the Split element sup-
ports only two outgoing flow paths. To model
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V15
,IDUHVRXUFHLVXVHGE\VHTXHQWLDODFWLYLWLHVDVNWKHXVHUZKHWKHU
WKHUHVRXUFHVKRXOGEHERXQGIRUDOORIWKHVHDFWLYLWLHV
UHVRXUFH DFWLYLW\!JHW5HVRXUFH
ILUVW$FWLYLW\ DFWLYLW\
ODVW$FWLYLW\ DFWLYLW\
QH[W(OHPHQW DFWLYLW\
ZKLOHQH[W(OHPHQW DFWLYLW\
QH[W$FWLYLW\ QH[W(OHPHQW
LIQH[W$FWLYLW\!JHW5HVRXUFH UHVRXUFHWKHQ
ODVW$FWLYLW\ QH[W$FWLYLW\
QH[W(OHPHQW QH[W$FWLYLW\!VXFFHVVRU
HOVH
EUHDN
HQGZKLOH

LIILUVW$FWLYLW\!ODVW$FWLYLW\WKHQ
ELQG DVN³ELQGUHVRXUFHIRUILUVWWRODVW$FWLYLW\´
LIELQG WUXHWKHQ
ELQGLQJ QHZ5HVRXUFH%LQGLQJ
ELQGLQJ!UHVRXUFH UHVRXUFH
UHOHDVH QHZ5HVRXUFH5HOHDVH
UHOHDVH!UHVRXUFH UHVRXUFH
DGGELQGLQJEHIRUHILUVW$FWLYLW\LQIORZFKDUW
DGGUHOHDVHDIWHUODVW$FWLYLW\LQIORZFKDUW
HQGLI
HQGLI
Figure 13: Semiautomatic normalisation rule sNR2
[consistent] 
transformation 
model
[applicable] 
transformation 
model
simulation model
aTR1-aTRnadAR1-adARn
sequence diagram sequence diagram AnyLogic
Figure 14: Concept for converting the consistent trans-
formation model into a simulation model
a parallel split operator with five outgoing flow
paths that is used in the transformation model
four nested Split elements have to be used in
the simulation environment. Thus, four nested
Combine elements are necessary to merge the
parallel flow paths. A similar solution is inevit-
able if an exclusive split operator has more than
five outgoing flow paths.
Figure 15 shows the resulting simulation model if
the transformation rules are executed on the con-
sistent and applicable transformation model. The
next step would be the validation of the simula-
tion model. If the validation was successful, then
the simulation model can be used for simulation
studies.
5 Summary and Future Work
This contribution introduced a transformation
concept for converting a process model into a
form suitable for simulation environments. For
this, a model transformation concept was ex-
plained and visualised using the example of a
process segment from an outpatient eye clinic.
Additionally, linguistic transformation rules were
presented which can extract additional informa-
tion from element labels, as was a concept for
selecting a data gathering method for determin-
ing the duration of an activity. The introduction
of the transformation model places significant
emphasis on a central sequence diagram, which
has been prepared for conversion using normal-
isation rules.
While process models, e.g., using eEPC or BPMN
notation, can be directly simulated using model-
ling tools, it is not certain that all necessary infor-
mation for the simulation is contained within the
model. In addition, other modelling languages
exist for describing service processes which can-
not provide the simulation-relevant information.
An example is the modelling notation for clinical
pathways as found in hospitals. These generally
do not contain any information about the people
and devices needed to carry out activities (Sar-
shar and Loos 2004). The transformation concept
presented here is especially useful for prepar-
ing models for simulation, which are represented
in notations that do not contain the necessary
information.
At present, further normalisation rules are be-
ing investigated, meaning that a set of rules is
not yet available. These normalisation rules are
to be evaluated in the future with the help of
various process models. The additional effort
expended by using the transformation model
should be compensated through these normal-
isation rules and aids. Transformation rules for
other process modelling notations and simula-
tion environments are currently being worked
on. Process modelling notations that are invest-
igated are BPMN and the UML activity diagram.
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Figure 15: The resulting simulation model
Transformation rules are available for the simu-
lation software Arena™. These transformation
rules are evaluated, while transformation rules
for the simulation software Plant Simulation™
are currently investigated.
Another area of research are process simulation
patterns, similar to workflow patterns. On the
one hand, these can be used to evaluate a proc-
ess model’s ability to be simulated; on the other
hand, the patterns can be used to determine the
feasibility of a particular process simulation in a
simulation environment. The result of this invest-
igation can then be used to create applicability
and transformation rules.
Linguistic examination of process models repre-
sents a further aspect of research in the context
of transformation models. Its primary goals are
to determine additional information from within
a model and to further aid in the creation of
transformation rules.
While this contribution focused on the sequence
diagram of the transformation model, further per-
spectives of the transformation approach have
been defined. The object view defines the struc-
ture of the objects and their attributes as used
in the elements of the sequence diagram, for ex-
ample an activity or an attribute-based operator.
Resources are defined in the resource view. Po-
tential models for the representation of resources,
especially to define resources that are used in
the simulation model, are currently investigated.
Another view, the task view, focuses on the lin-
guistic transformation rules and potential norm-
alisation rules. However, whether linguistic rules
can be used to prepare a process model for sim-
ulation and/or other purposes, for example the
analysis or optimisation of business processes,
needs a separate investigation.
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